Omega Discipleship Ministries

‘COME FOLLOW ME’:

Now with DVD series

Now in 3 volumes – New!
‘Come Follow Me’ - is the fourth book in an exciting training series in discipleship that will leave a
lasting impact on all who study its pages. Covering the essentials of discipleship in 3 stages
(instead of the former one volume edition), the studies in each book will take you on a spiritual
journey of transformation and change . . . .

•

Designed to help move you out of spiritual infancy or stagnation into a
growing phase and on towards spiritual maturity.

•

New edition

Looking at what it means to be a true disciple of Jesus in 3 stages:
Part 1: ‘Answering the Call’ – understanding discipleship;
Part 2: ‘Growing deeper’ - covering the key principles of growth;
Part 3: ‘Making Jesus Lord’ – looking at how to overcome the dangers,
living under Christ’s Lordship, and the Spirit-filled life.

•

With practical questions, projects and memory verses to help you
build these principles into your life and experience transformation.

•

A widely used series for both new and older Christians. Christians of
more than 20 years have said, ‘This course has changed my life’.

•

Now available with accompanying 5-DVD series.

New edition with photographic images, in 3 separate books
Part 1: ‘Answering the call’ (10 studies),
AU$9.95
Part 2: ‘Growing Deeper’ (26 studies),
AU$12.95
Part 3: ‘Making Jesus Lord’ (24 studies).
AU$12.95
Complete set of 3 books: AU$32.40 (10% discount)

•

DVD package: Accompanying DVD series with Guidelines for group leaders, and 5-10
minute introductions by the author to each study for use in your group meetings (see over).
DVD Price: AU$15.95 per DVD. Full set of 5 DVDs: AU$76 (5% discount)

Pastor’s comments on ‘Come follow Me’ series:
o “. . . the best hands-on approach to mentor believers into disciples that I have ever found”.
Pastor David Reynolds, Central United Methodist Church, Illinois USA.
o

“. . . excellent tools for the discipling and training of people . . . The material is clear and
biblical yet simply presented . . . The best I’ve seen!” Pastor John Lewis, former State
Superintendent of Assemblies of God, Queensland, Australia.

o “I have been seeking to ‘make disciples of all nations’ by distributing and teaching from
“Come Follow Me” - the most comprehensive teaching material I have found on making
disciples.” (Pastor Merrilyn Teague of the Austral-Asian Christian Church, Adelaide)

Order these materials on-line:

www.omega-discipleship.com
(See over)

‘COME FOLLOW ME’

Accompanying DVD Series
There are 5 DVDs that accompany the 3-Part ‘Come Follow Me’ series:
DVD 1 - covers Studies 1 - 10
DVD 2 - covers Studies 11 – 23
DVD 3 - covers Studies 24 – 36
DVD 4 - covers Studies 37 – 48
DVD 5 - covers Studies 49 – 60

(Book 1 – ‘Answering the Call’)
(Book 2 – ‘Growing Deeper’)
‘’
(Book 3 – ‘Making Jesus Lord’)
‘’

What each DVD covers:
These DVDs are designed to help you as group leader get started, and your group members to get
focused on the topic each week. On the DVDs there is an initial segment ‘Guidelines for Group
leaders’, a General ‘Introduction to the Series’ (to play at your launch), and then short
‘Introductions’ to each of the studies to be played at the start of each group meeting.

•

Guidelines for Group leaders (10 minutes)
This segment is found at the start of DVDs 1, 2 and 4 (the start of each Book) and provides
helpful suggestions and guidelines for group leaders on how to run the weekly meetings.
This segment should be viewed by the group leaders before starting the series.

•

Introduction to the series (25 minutes)
This segment on DVDs 1,2 and 4 introduces each book in the series and can be played at
your first introduction meeting. Plan to play this ‘Introduction to the Series’ on this first
meeting when you start each book. This segment of the DVD introduces the whole plan,
explains the journey ahead, provides encouragements and live testimonies of people who
have done the course before, and shows how to get the most out of the series with 4
Commitments (or ‘Growth Goals’) to aim at. This first meeting can be informal and books
can then be given out in readiness for the first study in your next meeting.

•

Introductions to each Study (5-10 minutes)
When you are ready to start the first study, each group leader should have their own DVD
that accompanies the particular studies they are doing (see above outline). After an initial
time of worship (or whatever the group leader decides to do at the start), play the
Introduction to the particular study on the DVD. This is a 5-10 minute introduction to get the
focus on the study and to help the group get started. It contains encouragement and
motivation, and gives extra inputs and enrichment. After the segment is played, the group
leader then takes over and leads the group through the study and questions.

Designed for ‘transformation’
I'm sure you will find this series of great value for both new and older Christians. The focus is on
transformation, not just information. Christians have been challenged and changed through this
series and over 50,000 copies of the original one volume edition have been sold worldwide. We
trust you too will find this series of great value in helping to grow believers into mature and effective
disciples of Jesus Christ.

Order these materials on-line:

www.omega-discipleship.com

